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CHAPTER 1 - What and Why?
“Failing to Plan is Planning to Fail!”
Forward thinking people tend to plan
and/or prepare. The “or” is important here,
because a forward thinker might plan what
they would do in certain situations, but
never get around to implementing the plan.
Forward thinking preppers get on with
carrying out the plan. Just as a soldier
hopes and prays that they never have to
use the deadly skills they have been
trained in, the soldier makes certain that
they are trained, because ultimately it is
their life on the line. Forward thinking
preppers hope never to have to fully
implement their plans and use all of their
preps, but they plan and prepare all the
same, because they know that failure to do
so could cause them and their family
suffering or cost them their lives.
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What are preppers preparing for?
Worst case scenario situations, such as a
hurricane landing ashore near them, or war
happening in their country. The prepper
wants to insure, as much as they possibly
can, that they and their family will come
through whatever catastrophe that should
happen safely, They plan to be able to
survive in the weeks, possibly months,
while life returns to some sort of
normality. Yet another situation is the one
being specifically addressed in this book:
a PANDEMIC.
What is a PANDEMIC? Merriam
Webster defines it as,
“…an outbreak of a disease that
occurs over a wide geographic area
and affects an exceptionally high
proportion of the population; a
pandemic outbreak of a disease.”
How can a pandemic shut down society?
A pandemic can quickly shut down
services. It is called the domino effect.
The hospitals are quickly overwhelmed.
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Hospital staff will bring home the disease
whether it's the medical staff, the food
staff, the janitorial or administrative staff.
These people in turn will expose others,
who will expose others. Many people will
choose to stay at home rather than to risk
exposure and their lives. People huddle at
home and don’t go to work. Gas stations,
stores and businesses could shut down as
employees no longer return to work. The
transportation system breaks down. The
store shelves will be empty as trucks will
not have enough gas to deliver groceries
and panic purchasing has occurred.
Quarantines are put into effect. Soon water
and electricity will halt as the grid shuts
down to lack of manpower. Society as we
know it has collapsed. Be prepared – not
scared!
Pandemics are not a new thing. The
plague, the Spanish influenza of 1918, and
the Ebola virus in Africa are examples that
come readily to mind. Pandemics have
been responsible for the deaths of millions
of humans over the centuries. While the
current Coronavirus (COVID-19 virus)
3

has only killed a few thousand to date, we
won’t know for certain a final number for
quite some time.
Pandemics spread and kill because
many people are contagious and do not
know it… but that doesn’t mean that they
aren’t still dangerous to others,
particularly the elderly and those with a
compromised immune system or some
other serious underlying illness.
Keeping that information in mind,
you might be of the belief that since
(hypothetically) you, the reader, is under
the age of 50 and healthy as a horse, you
have no need to worry. Indeed, to some of
the people who have caught the virus, the
symptoms have been mild, somewhat akin
to a bad cold. However, just because YOU
might not become extremely ill or die from
it (“might”, because there are always
exceptions, and some healthy younger
people have succumbed to COVID-19),
you are at risk for causing someone else to
become ill, possibly fatally, if you do not
take the proper precautions.
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To protect yourself and others, you
should:
• Avoid crowded areas,
• Avoid sick people
• Thoroughly wash your hands,
• Use hand sanitizer frequently
• Don’t touch your eyes, nose, or
face, and
• Sneeze and cough into a tissue, or
the sleeve of your clothing.
If your community experiences an
outbreak severe enough, the government
to may be required to quarantine the entire
area. If it has come to the point where your
community is virtually on lock down, it is
probably too late for you to do any
significant preparations to see you and
your family through the pandemic. You
might be fortunate enough to scrape by
and come out the other side, but probably
not in that great of condition. If nothing
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else, you and your family might be alive,
but very hungry, having spent the majority
of the last two weeks rationing food
because someone failed to purchase any
groceries just before the quarantine came
down. Your neighbor, who happens to be
a prepper, will survive and thrive during
the pandemic because they were prepared
for an emergency like this. Keep this wellworn phrase at the front of your brain as
you plan for what you will do when (not
if) a pandemic lands on your doorstep:
“Proper prior planning prevents pisspoor performance.”
This should be engraved on every
forehead. Seriously.
While the advice provided here is
applicable to other situations than a
pandemic, there are some things discussed
that are specific to in a pandemic. The
advice provided here is based upon the
research and opinions of the author, and as
such, is intended to be a starting point for
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the reader to create their own plan to
survive a pandemic crisis.
Emergency preparedness is not a
fad, nor a hobby. It’s a way of life. If you
believe that, you’ll be much better off.
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CHAPTER 2 – Shelter-in-Place or
Bug-Out?
During a pandemic, you have two choices:
• Shelter-in-Place.
Stay and
survive in your home.
• Bug-Out.
Flee to another
location to survive.
Neither of these options is
necessarily better than the other. Which
option you choose depends on the
situation. For example, in the event of a
wildfire, you will need to bug out.
However, in the event of a pandemic, you
will most likely shelter-in-place,
Shelter-in-Place
Why would someone stay put in the
face of impending pandemic disease?
There are many reasons, each unique to
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the person or family that decides to stay
put:
• As described in the rest of the
book, the amount of food,
water, medical supplies and
equipment needed to survive
for several weeks is too much
to transport,
• Some do not have the health to
make a journey that might
entail going on foot for a
distance.
• Some
may
consider
themselves too old and feel
they don’t have the energy.
• Others may decide to stay put
because of the needs of an
immediate family member that
is already ill.
• Some may choose to take care
of animals (livestock and pets)
that cannot make the journey.
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• Some have no transportation,
and
• There are many, many other
valid reasons to shelter-inplace.
For whatever the reason, the
information in this book will hopefully
assist the “bug-inners” in making wise
choices in the face of potential danger.
Specifically, items the bug-inners need are
different than those than a bug-outer will
carry in their pack. Ultimately, the needs
of both types of prepper are the same: to
be safe, be sheltered, have adequate water,
and enough food to get through the
disaster. It is a personal decision, but one
that should not be taken lightly for the
‘inner or the ‘outer.
In the event of a pandemic, it is
likely that the majority of people will
choose to shelter-in-place. One of the
main reasons is the length of time of the
crisis. A wildfire poses immediate danger,
that quickly passes. A pandemic will last
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weeks or months, and it is difficult to
leave, unless sufficient supplies have been
previously stockpiled in another location.
In fact, if the decision to shelter-inplace or bug-out may be taken from your
hands and made by the government via
quarantine.
In a pandemic, the
government has the authority to order you
to stay in your home or other location.
This is a quarantine order. There are two
types of quarantine orders:
1. Area Orders. This type of
order closes of an area, such as
a town. People are not allowed
to leave or enter without
specific permission.
2. Individual Orders. You are
personally ordered to stay in
your home for a set period of
time (two weeks, etc.) because
you have been exposed to the
disease. You may or may not
be sick, but if you are
considered to be contagious,
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you can be quarantined until
you are no longer contagious.
Being prepared with enough
supplies to get through the quarantine
period or voluntary shelter-in-place period
is vital. This will be explored in detail in
the later chapters of this book.
Bug-Out
To “bug out” means to leave your
home for a more secure location. It could
be to a family member’s home in a smaller
community, a farm, high on a mountain
top, or to a piece of land that you may have
purchased precisely for the purpose of
“bugging out” to. Wherever it may be, it
is likely not more than one tank of gas
away from your current location, or a
place you can reach on a bicycle or on foot.
Depending upon the emergency situation
of the pandemic, gas stations may be
closed. You will carry on your back or in
your trunk a previously stocked Bug Out
Bag (BOB), which will contain enough
survival supplies for at least 3 days.
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Hopefully you have either pre-planned
and hidden additional supplies along your
route, or you get to your safe space in 3
days or less and there are supplies waiting
there for you. If you have a family,
EVERYONE carries their own bag, even
the dog. The bag should be manageable
for the person/animal carrying it and
should be filled with specific items to
cover most situations you may encounter
along your journey.
There is much more that can be
written on Bugging-Out and your BOB.
However, that it is not the focus of this
particular book. This book is mainly for
those readers of the book that intend to
shelter-in-place. Even if you bug-out, due
to the length of a pandemic, you will need
to shelter in place at your destination.
Therefore, the remainder of this book will
focus on the needs of those who are
sheltering in place should a pandemic
disease appear in their area. For a slightly
more in-depth discussion on bugging out,
see Appendix A.
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Chapter 3 – Food
Faced with a pandemic, you will
need at least 2 weeks of food on hand.
Many people live paycheck to paycheck
and the thought of buying two weeks of
extra food seems impossible. However, it
can be done. You may not eat like a king,
but you will eat. Foods like beans, rice and
noodles will provide nutrition, store easily
and are inexpensive. Buying an extra few
items every grocery trip can get you up to
speed in a hurry with the basics, generally
for US $5.00 or less. A pack of cigarettes
costs more than this in most locations.
If your budget allows for more than
beans and rice, consider the following list
as a starting point for your food stockpile.
Many of the items in this list are here
because they have a relatively decent shelf
life, some up to two years or more. Be sure
to check the use by dates and buy those
items with the furthest out date possible.
Add these items to your regular food
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rotation, and just remember to restock
items that you use and add them at the end
of your rotation in your pantry. Keep in
mind that some bloggers may place heavy
emphasis on some items because of their
nutritional value, such as canned sardines,
if you and your family will not eat canned
sardines, don’t buy them!
Taste
preferences are not going to change until
every scrap of anything resembling
something edible is long gone.
How much of any of these items you
purchase depends upon the size of your
family, what and how much you normally
eat, and availability.
The Bug-Inner’s Food List for a
Happy(?) Quarantine
1) CAN OPENER. Indeed, go
buy another one as back up,
preferably an Army P-38,
which is virtually impossible to
screw up. Buy two… they are
dirt cheap.
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2) White Rice. White rice, if
stored correctly, lasts a long
time. Not so brown rice, as the
oils in it can cause it to go
rancid in as few as 6 months.
3) Beans. Dried beans are cheap
and filling. Beans come in
quite a variety – pinto, kidney,
black, Navy, etc., and they last
a very long time (as in years) if
stored properly.
4) Beans – Canned. For those
who always forget to soak their
dried beans until immediately
before needing them. Canned
beans come in a large variety
as well, from those named
above, to garbanzos/chickpeas,
green, lima, butter, etc.
5) Lentils – Dried, canned, or in
those handy microwavable
pouches.
6) Peas – dried or canned. You
may have noticed a pattern
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here – frozen foods, for the
most part isn’t included in this
list. Unless you have a backup
generator, live on the tundra, or
have an icehouse, your
appliances are worthless if you
lose electricity to your home.
The food in your refrigerator
and freezer must be dealt with
in 3 days or less, and who
wants to deal with that on top
of being quarantined?
7) Pasta – while not necessarily
as nutritious as many other
foods, pasta for many is the
ultimate comfort food. Loaded
with carbs, a half bag of pasta
added to a home cooked soup
or used to fill out a casserole
can make your stockpile last
much longer (likewise for
beans). Again, proper storage
(jar with tight lid, vacuum
sealed, or even just in a zipper
bag) will help keep pasta for a
long time.
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8) Canned Fish – great source of
protein and Omega 3’s, you
want to stock canned fish in oil,
although it seems to be less
available nowadays than it was
a few years ago for some
reason.
Tuna, salmon,
mackerel, sardines, oysters,
clams – whatever your family
will eat. ONLY buy the stuff
your family WILL NOT EAT
in the event you might need
food for bartering. Canned
protein will be considered a
prize for someone desperate.
9) Canned Meat – Canned meat
is more than just SPAM (which
is the acronym for “shoulder
pork and ham”). Your lip may
be curling, but until you have
tried it fried up with eggs or for
a sandwich, don’t knock it.
Other canned meats to consider
are chicken (you can even find
a whole chicken in a can,
which boggles the mind), beef
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chunks and slices, sandwich
spreads (ham, chicken, beef),
Vienna Sausages, and pig’s
feet, among other ways. If it is
meat, someone has probably
canned it. Since refrigeration
could potentially be a problem,
buying canned meat and using
it on occasion makes good
sense. Cooking up ground
meat and home canning it is
also an option. I tried this as an
experiment and was surprised
at the superiority of texture and
taste over freshly cooked
ground meat. I used ground
beef, but those with access to
hunted foods can use venison,
moose, bear, you name it.
10)
Canned/Boxed Soup –
soup that doesn’t need any
additional water is great for
situations where water is, or
could be, in limited supply.
Cream soups are ideal for
casseroles,
chowders
for
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meatless Fridays, and tomato
soup for comfort.
11)
Stock – beef, chicken,
seafood, vegetable, bone broth.
If you make your own or buy it
buy the can or box, having this
on hand as an ingredient can
bring some recipes to the next
level (think mashed potatoes,
rice). Someone who has been
very sick will also appreciate a
simple consommé for their
upset stomach.
12)
Probiotic
Foods
–
pickles (cucumbers, beets,
California veg, really any
vegetable),
sauerkraut,
kombucha - these foods help
keep the gut happy, and
therefore, you. A great place to
find foods like this is in the
International Section of your
grocery, or at Big Lots and
Grocery Outlet. The latter two
places carry delicious, off20

brand or international foods at
a lower price than the corner
grocery.
13)
Tomato Sauce – canned,
jarred, homemade, jazzed up
into a marinara sauce, what is
pasta without some of the red
stuff? Pesto.
14)
Canned Tomatoes –
whole, diced, crushed, paste,
however you prefer it, canned
tomato products are the base of
many recipes, from soups to
sauces, casseroles to pizza.
15)
Flour – whatever type
you prefer, although having
bread flour on hand should you
run out of bread while being
quarantined would be handy.
Many will espouse organic,
wheat bread, etc., and
nutritionally those that do may
be correct, but if you and your
family are accustomed to white
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enriched flour, so be it.
Whatever kind you get, store it
in an airtight container, or bag
it up with your food saverdevice. If you don’t, you may
discover it infested with little
flying bits of protein in six
months. Flour doesn’t last
indefinitely, but if you rotate it
through your normal stocks,
you will be fine.
16)
Winter Wheat Berries –
for those who are thinking the
pandemic will never end, or
they just think very far in
advance, wheat berries will
keep indefinitely to my
understanding. A wheat berry
is the very center of the head of
the wheat and has the most
nutritional value. If you do
choose to store this, store it like
you would flour in an airtight
(and bug free) container. Also,
you will need a grinder for this,
and if you are one of those far22

thinkers, make it a hand
cranked, old fashioned coffee
grinder type, because you
might not have electricity to
run an electric food grinder.
17)
Spelt,
Rye
Flour,
Almond Flour, etc. – if
someone in your household has
problems with gluten, you
probably
use
a
wheat
alternative. You would store
this the same way as you would
wheat, in a tightly sealed
container.
18)
Oatmeal – old fashioned
for breakfast and cooking.
Instant or packaged oatmeal if
that is how you use it.
19)
Corn Meal – make corn
meal mush, corn bread, or use
it when rolling out dough to
keep it from sticking. Dried
Corn lasts a long, long time,
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but keep in mind you will have
to grind it down.
20)
Corn Starch – a useful
thickening agent for gravies.
21)
Baking Soda, Baking
Powder – unless you like
really flat bread, you will need
these.
22)
Dry Yeast – Yeast’s
shelf life isn’t very long, but
you can extend it indefinitely
(at least for bread, pancakes,
etc.) by making a small crock
of sourdough and feeding it
weekly.
23)
Dehydrated Milk –
powdered milk is more for just
drinking. Use it in cooking
when you don’t have regular
milk.
Dehydrated,
or
powdered milk, is very shelf
stable. Remove it from its
cardboard packaging and store
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in an airtight container for best
results.
24)
Sweet Stuff – this is a
laundry list in itself.
a. White Sugar
b. Brown Sugar
c. Sugar Substitutes – if
you use them.
d. Honey – literally lasts
forever! Honey also has
antibacterial qualities, so
read up on this amazing
natural product, and buy
it for your pantry. For
many, it is a preferable
sweetener to sugar in tea
or coffee. Read the label
carefully to make certain
you are getting 100% real
honey from bees, and not
something cut with corn
syrup.
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e. Corn Syrup – if you are
a candy maker, a home
canner, or afraid of
running out of maple
syrup, this is nice to have
on hand. For a shortterm situation, however,
it is mentioned here only
if you envision using it
soon.
f. Maple Syrup – it’s not
just for waffles anymore.
Real maple syrup is
finding its way into a lot
of newer recipes in place
of sugar.
25)
Salt – Salt has many
uses:
cooking, preserving,
cleaning… It also comes in
several varieties, depending
upon what you are using it for.
Table salt is the only salt that is
iodized, which helps prevent
goiters. Kosher salt is a larger
grain, and many chefs prefer
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cooking with this. In our
house, we use it for cooking,
cleaning cast iron, and for
prepping meat for the smoker.
Pickling salt is used for
canning and pickling certain
foods.
Generally, most
households use only table salt
most of the time. Just make
certain you have enough to last
you for a few weeks or more.
26)
Seasonings and Herbs –
if you happen to be low on your
favorite herb or spice, be sure
to stock up. Unopened, these
items can last a long time,
although they tend to lose
some of their pungency or
flavor after a year on the shelf.
If you are concerned about
running out of basil, thyme, or
other herb, it’s fairly simple to
grow your own in a small pot
on the windowsill. A little
seasoning can make an
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otherwise dull dish the center
of attention.
27)
Pure Vanilla Extract –
even if you aren’t much of a
baker, PURE vanilla extract is
a handy deodorizer to have
around. Just a tablespoon or so
in a dish can clear stale or
stinky air in a room. Vinegar
can do the same thing as well.
28)
Oils and Lard – How
much you need depends upon
how much you cook with oil or
lard. You certainly do not have
to rush out and purchase all the
ones listed here. Just make
sure that if you do use oil in
your cooking, you have
enough to carry you through
the next 2 to 4 weeks.
Depending upon the recipe, or
your family custom, you might
need lard, which is animal fat.
Certainly not the best for you
health-wise, but it has a good
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shelf life if handled properly.
In a long term SHTF (s*** hits
the fan) scenario, animal fat
might be what you end up
using the most. Our shelf at
home holds:
a. Avocado oil
b. Olive Oil
c. Vegetable Oil
d. Sesame Oil
e. Spray Olive Oil (PAM)
f. Coconut Oil
g. Walnut Oil.
Also consider:
h. Peanut
Oil
flashpoint)

(high

i. Soybean Oil – which
you can buy in very large
jugs. Used a lot in the
food industry. However,
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women sensitive to
estrogens due to breast
cancer really need to
avoid soy.
j. Canola Oil
k. Ghee
l. Shortening in the Can –
more than just an
ingredient in flaky pie
crusts, it makes a great,
super
longlasting
candle. Just poke a wick
down into a large can of
shortening, and you have
a candle that should last
around 55 hours.
29)
Crackers – From soup
crackers to snack crackers to
Pilot Bread (aka, hardtack, or,
“the bread that never dies – but
will break your teeth”),
crackers can last for months if
properly stored in an airtight
container. Pilot bread lasts
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indefinitely and is palatable
with peanut butter.
It is
something that people living in
very remote places tend to
keep on hand due to its stability
and ability to fill one up when
they are REALLY hungry.
30)
Tortillas – learn to make
them fresh or lay in a stock
from the store. Tortillas are for
more than burritos! Anything
you would put between two
slices of bread can be wrapped
in a tortilla. The carbohydrate
count is about the same unless
you purchase a low-carb
variety, but tortillas take up far
less space than a loaf of bread.
For those with small pantries,
this could make a difference.
31)
Canned Salsa & Hot
Sauces – sometimes a tortilla
is just a tortilla. You can make
tortillas into chips, and if you
have tortilla chips, you must
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have salsa! Even if you don’t
have tortillas or chips, salsa
livens up many foods, as do the
wide variety of hot sauces from
around the world.
Chili,
chipotle, siracha, habanero,
Tabasco,
Crystal,
salsa
verde… these jars don’t take
up much room, but they can
make a boring food come to
life.
32)
Mayonnaise/Salad
Dressing (Miracle Whip)
33)
Mustard(s) – variety is
the spice of life. At one time I
had at least 15 different kinds
in the refrigerator. If you like
real hot Chinese mustard, you
can buy the powder on
Amazon in five-pound bags,
and you just add water to
however much you want to use
at the time. Very economical.
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34)
Catsup/Ketchup
–
Tomato/Tomatoe. If you have
children that won’t eat without
it, make certain you have
enough for the long haul.
35)
Other Condiments /
Sauces / Dressings – focus on
those that your family uses
regularly.
36)
Soy
Sauce

Sauce,

Teriyaki

37)
Vinegar – White, Apple
Cider, Rice, Wine, Balsamic
– books have been written on
how to use this cleaner /
preservative / homeopathic
remedy / food. If you have to
choose one, choose apple cider
vinegar, because while it is
usually used with food, like
white vinegar, it is an excellent
cleaner, and not harmful to
children and pets.
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38)
Dried Meat –
Salami, jerky, dried fish
39)

Bouillon Cubes

40)

Ramen Noodles

Dry

41)
Eggs/Powdered Eggs –
you know you don’t have to
refrigerate eggs, right?
42)
Root Vegetables –
potatoes, sweet potatoes,
turnips, rutabagas, carrots:
these items hold up well if kept
at 50F or so.
43)
Fresh Apples, Pears –
carefully stored, they will last
for months on end.
44)
Dried Fruits – loaded
with sugar, dried fruits,
particularly citrus, can help
keep your immune system and
gut in good shape. Don’t
forget to include raisins!
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45)
Fresh Fruits – for the
short term, these are healthy to
have around, but eat them
before they go bad. Bananas,
oranges,
grapefruit,
and
blueberries are loaded with
vitamins and anti-oxidants.
46)
Breakfast Cereal – the
kids will love you for this.
Makes a passable snack
without milk, too.
47)
Distilled Water – if you
have a CPAP machine (and
still have electricity), distilled
water is what you should use in
it.
48)

Tea/Coffee/Cocoa

49)

Non-Dairy Creamer

50)
Gatorade and Pedialyte
– both are good for restoring
electrolytes, particularly when
someone has been ill and/or
dehydrated.
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51)
PET
FOOD
AND
ANIMAL FEED! Bowser
needs to eat, too!
52)
Cheese – and lots of it.
You can coat cheese in wax
and keep it in a cool, dry place
outside of a refrigerator, and it
should last years. Cheddar,
Parmesan, Swiss…
53)
Pemmican – more likely
for someone in need of a good
load of energy and carbs.
Pemmican is dried meat
ground up, blueberries, and
animal
fat
(lard).
Hmmmm…yeah.
54)
Akutak (Eskimo Ice
Cream) – since pemmican is
listed here, I would be remiss
to leave off Eskimo ice cream,
which can be made a variety of
ways. Similar to pemmican,
akutak is made up of fat/oil,
36

berries or seeds, and in more
recent times, sugar.
Food Storage
Food should be in sealed packages or
preferably, resealed in food saver bags,
and then placed in insect and varmint
resistant containers. If the food is in bulk,
break it down and seal it in a seal-a-meal.
The five- gallon buckets and lids found at
home improvement stores (Home Depot,
Lowes, etc.) work well for insect and
varmint prevention. If you are planning on
placing your food in direct contact with the
plastic bucket, use only food grade
containers. Restaurants and bakeries may
occasionally have some they will sell.
There are some recycling businesses that
resell sanitized food grade plastic
containers as well. If possible, food
should be stored in a cool location such as
a basement. Garage temperatures can be
uneven, and many are not air conditioned,
so avoid storing food items in the garage.
37

Cooking
If your power is on, you can cook as
you normally do. However, if there is a
power interruption, you need to find a way
to cook food. Much of the food described
above can be eaten without cooking, but
dry beans, pasta, etc. must be cooked. All
cooking with fire, charcoal, and
propane must be done outdoors to
prevent carbon monoxide poisoning.
Some methods to cook are:
• A small portable hibachi
barbeque with wood or
charcoal.
• A regular barbeque with wood
or charcoal.
• A portable fire pit.
• A camp stove with kerosene or
propane.
• A propane barbeque.
• A sterno stove (which is safe to
use indoors).
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• A rocket stove (easily
constructed using bricks or
even rocks).
Whatever method you choose, you need to
make sure you have an adequate supply of
fuel, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Wood, twigs
Charcoal
Kerosene, or
Propane
Sterno

Plan ahead and you and your family will
not be hungry.
That’s A Lot to Digest!
Keep in mind that the list above
undoubtedly contains items you would
never use normally, so you won’t be
buying them now. For the most part, items
that require freezing or refrigeration are
not on the list. The reason these items have
been excluded is because during a
39

pandemic, your home may lose electricity.
How? There might not be enough healthy
personnel to safely operate the electric
grid for your area, as they are all down
with COVID-19. Or a branch could fall on
a line, and the linemen might all be sick.
Likely? No, but it could occur. Better safe
than sorry, better full than hungry.
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Chapter 4 – Water.
During a pandemic, water is critical
to your survival. Not only is it needed to
drink, but it is needed for hygiene and
washing clothes, bedding, etc. If someone
in your family becomes ill, even more
water will be needed for cleaning.
Hopefully the water supply will not
be interrupted during a pandemic,
however, you must plan in case it is. Lack
of water can kill you in as few as three
days.
You will need a minimum of 30
gallons per person a day, although many
recommend as much as 55 gallons.
Depending on the amount of cleaning that
needs to be done, this number could be
higher. If you have pets or livestock, they
will need water also. You should therefore
store more than you think you will use.
There are two ways to source water
if the water supply goes down:
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1. Store it before the failure
2. Scavenge it after the failure.
Because water storage is so bulky, you
may end up using both of these methods.
We will explore each method below.
Water Storage
You can store water many ways. You
can:
• Buy bottled water in drinking
bottles or gallon jugs.
• You can fill 5-gallon water bottles
or “blocks”. These are generally
white or blue in color. You may
even have some in your garage or
storage if you go camping. These
bottles or blocks can be purchased
at hardware stores, outdoor stores,
and even grocery stores. They are
relatively inexpensive and last a
long time.
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• You can fill a barrel. Restaurants
and other food service providers
receive ingredients in food safe
barrels.
These often can be
purchased secondhand from
recyclers.
• You can use your bathtub. When
trouble strikes you can fill the tub.
However, this water is exposed
and must be sanitized before
using. To avoid this, you can
purchase a large plastic bladder,
called a “waterBOB”.
You
simply place it in the bathtub and
fill it. Granted, you can’t use that
tub, but since you will be
carefully rationing water, sponge
baths are probably in order,
anyway.
• Commercial water storage tanks
that hold hundreds, and even
thousands of gallons are available
for purchase if you have the room.
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Store your water in a cool location
away from sunlight if possible. A
basement in a house is a good location.
If you have no basement, store it in the
bottom you your closets or other unused
space in your home, condo or
apartment.
Scavenge Water
If you have been unable to store enough
water, you will have to scavenge it.
Below are some sources of water:
• Siphon.
A siphon pump is
invaluable for scavenging water.
Such a pump has an intake nozzle
or hose and an output hose. Stick
the intake nozzle into the water
source, the output hose into your
water container and pump the
handle until your container is full.
• Hot Water Tank. You hot water
tank holds 40-50 gallons of clean
water. Shut off the power/gas,
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close the intake valve and drain it
into containers.
• Rainwater. You can capture
rainwater of your roof and gutter.
You can also use a tarp to capture
rainwater. Elevate the tarp edges
so water can puddle in the center.
• Lakes and Streams. If you are
fortunate enough to live near a
lake, stream or pond, you have a
large water source. Definitely
filter and boil any water obtained
from these sources!
• Fire Hydrant. Although probably
illegal in your jurisdiction, you
can open a fire hydrant and
possibly get some water. You
will need a fire hydrant wrench to
do so.
• Other Sources. Water can also be
obtained from outside faucets that
have had the knob removed by
using a four-way key to open
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them. These can be purchased at
home improvement and hardware
stores.
Water Purification
All scavenged water (except
possibly your water heater) will need to
be purified. If the water is dirty, let it
set still in the container and the
sediment will fall to the bottom. Even
if the water looks clean, it is not. The
water likely contains bacteria, Giardia,
Lamblia,
Cryptosporidium,
and
viruses. The water must be purified.
• Boiling. Boiling water for 10
minutes will purify it.
• Bleach Chlorination. You can
purify water with regular
chlorine bleach. This kills most
microorganisms, but it does not
kill Giardia. Don’t use bleach
with added scents, cleaners, or
color safe. Place 10 drops of
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bleach per gallon of water, shake,
and wait 30 minutes before
drinking.
• Pool Shock. This is used to clean
pool water, and it can also be used
to purify water for you to safely
use. One heaping teaspoon of
high-test
granular
calcium
hypochlorite (pool shock) for
each two gallons of water.
• Tablets and drops. You can
purchase
water
purification
tablets and drops. These products
are quite effective. Follow the
instructions on the product.
• Filters. Water filters will remove
most all contaminants. The best
large water filtration method is a
tank system like the Big Birkey
System. It is a large stainlesssteel tank (2.25 gallons) and a set
of filters will purify 3,000 gallons.
This is the most popular size of
filtration system Birkey offers,
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but it does come in smaller and
larger sizes as well.
• Another option is a lightweight
drinking straw like the LifeStraw.
It
removes
virtually
all
contaminants and you drink
directly from it. The downside of
the LifeStraw is that you cannot
purify water for cleaning, etc.
This is a popular item in the
hiking community and can be
obtained in some outdoor stores
and online.
To reiterate, the most critical
element in a long-term survival situation is
water. Without it you will die in as little
as 3 days. The above information should
help you obtain a clean source of this vital
necessity.
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Chapter 5 – Supplies & Equipment
This chapter is all about lists. While
the focus of this book has been on staying
put, or “bugging in” at current location,
should society break down and
lawlessness increase, you may consider
bugging out in a vehicle or on foot, if you
haven’t already. If you bug out, you will
have to shelter-in-place somewhere. The
following lists are items to seriously
consider in all situations.
You should also consider having
barter items on hand. Sharing your
supplies with anyone beyond those who
live in your household is unadvisable.
How do you look your hungry child in the
eyes if you “helped out” all of your
neighbors because they failed to prepare?
Everyone has the opportunity to make
their nest as secure and as well-stocked as
possible. Enough said.
So, what is a barter item? It is a
supply that you are willing to trade with
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someone for something they have that you
may need. Alcohol, cigarettes, matches,
and extra food stocked for this purpose
should be among your first go-to barter
items. Why these specific items? Let’s be
pragmatic – alcoholics and smokers have
addictions. They will be far more willing
to trade their supplies of food, water, first
aid supplies, etc., if you are trading in their
currency, i.e., alcohol and cigarettes.
Therefore, keeping some on hand, even if
you do not smoke or drink yourself, is a
good idea. If you can’t bring yourself to
trade in this “emergency currency”, buy
extra food, in particular, protein bars,
jerky, etc., that others will find value in
and will readily trade with you for
something you need. Batteries are also a
good trading item, as they are small, you
can trade a few at a time, and people will
need them.
General Supplies
• Batteries
• Trash bags
• Toilet paper
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• Paper towels
• Baby Supplies. Formula, Diapers &
Wipe
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Plastic eating utensils
• Zipper Bags (Ziploc or similar)
• Aluminum Foil
• Plastic wrap
• Water purification tablets or drops
• Matches/Lighters
• Toiletries
o Soap
o Razor
o Toothbrush
o Toothpaste
o Deodorant
o Personal/Baby Wipes
• Feminine Hygiene Supplies
• Diapers
Pandemic Specific Supplies
• N95 Respirator Masks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Goggles
Gloves
Duct tape
Plastic Sheeting
Adult diapers
Baby Wipes
Antiseptic wipes
Disinfectant liquid
Duct Tape
Antiviral tissues
Hazmat suit
Gatorade powder
Thermometer
Steramine Tablets (add water to
make a sterile cleaner for food
surfaces)
Bleach
Rubbing alcohol
Hydrogen peroxide
Liquid hand soap
Hand sanitizer
Laundry detergent
Bleach
Tyvek suits
Waterproof aprons or raincoat
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Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Filters
Flashlights
Blankets
Space Blankets
Ponchos
Candles
Can Opener
Battery Powered Radio
Knife
Axe/hatchet
Water Bottles
Multitool
Survival Blanket
Poncho
Tarp
Sillcock (four-way) key
Fire Hydrant key
Sewing kit
Ferro Rod Stricker
Hammer
Shovel
Screwdriver
Saw
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hand grain mill
Hand tire pump
Hand siphon pump
Notebooks
Pens
Pencils
P38s – i.e., military can opener
Zip ties
Paracord
Steel Wool (good for starting fire)

Barter
• Booze – hard liquor, wine in
particular
• Chocolate
• Batteries
• Cigarettes
• Protein Bars
• Extra food purchased specifically for
barter
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Chapter 6 – Medical Planning and
Supplies
In a full-blown pandemic, unless you have
the virus, clinics and hospitals will likely
turn you away. Your doctor’s office may
advise you to stay away for a few months
until the pandemic blows over, and
instead, arrange for your prescriptions
over the phone with you. You can (and
should) ask your doctor to give you a
prescription now for your emergency
stockpile.
Accidents happen all the time, and
most of them are at home.
You
accidentally cut yourself on a can lid as
you open it. What do you do? Hopefully,
you know some first aid and have supplies
at hand. We’ve listed additional resources
that you should have on hand to cover
most medical emergencies you may
encounter, either sheltering-in-place or
bugging out.
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Medical Supplies
• First Aid Kit
• First Aid Book – On Amazon:
o Army First Aid Handbook –
ASIN: 1691923974
o Ranger Medic Handbook –
ASIN: 1691973017
o Special
Forces
Medic
Handbook ASIN: 169164806X
(extremely comprehensive 720
pages)
• Moleskin
• QuickClot Silver
• Tweezers
• Nail Clippers
• Sterile scissors
• Sunscreen
• Bug Repellant
• Bandages and tape
• Analog Thermometer
• Cold pack
• Liquid Stitches (surgical glue; if you
can’t find it, Super Glue)
• Petroleum Jelly
• Alcohol wipes
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• Q-tips
• Cotton balls
• Vodka (to use as a sterilizer /
antiseptic)
Prescription & Over-the
Medicines and Supplies

Counter

Many of these items you may
already have on hand. If the cost is a
concern, look for the generic form and
purchase it. Many of these can also be
purchased generically from Dollar Stores,
which will save you quite a bit of money.
As for their efficacy, many of the generic
items found in the first aid section are
produced by the same company that
produces the name brand item.
We’ve added Fish Mox to the list, as
it is an antibiotic. It is intended for
keeping your goldfish healthy, but it may
work for humans, too. We do not claim to
be doctors, but you may want to consider
this or another animal-intended antibiotic
for an extreme emergency.
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Speaking of animals, stock up on
your pet’s medications as well!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prescription Medications
Antidiarrheal medications
Milk of Magnesia
Epsom Salts
Pepto Bismol
Ibuprofen or Naproxen
Tylenol (if you have young children,
be sure to stock the children’s
version)
Pedialyte/Gatorade (for rehydration)
Neosporin
Antihistamine
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hydrocortisone anti-itch cream
Fish Mox Antibiotic
Orajel
Clove Oil
Dental kit
Antihistamine (Benadryl)
Eye Wash/Drops
Aspirin – Don’t give to influenza
patients!
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•
•
•
•

Anti-fungal cream
Zantac
Laxatives
Multi-vitamin
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Chapter 7 – Illness Prevention
During a pandemic you must be vigilant
in avoiding becoming sick. The
following steps will help you from
getting sick:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Eat right (as much as possible)
Get adequate rest
Manage stress
Maintain good personal hygiene
Wash your hands frequently with
soap and water for 15 seconds
Use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer
(you can make your own by adding
rubbing alcohol to aloe vera gel)
Do not touch your nose, eyes or
face
Avoid sick people
o If you are around sick people,
wear a mask, goggles, and
disposable gloves
Avoid crowds
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• Practice “social distancing.” This
means try to stay at least 6 feet
away from others.
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Chapter 8 – Sick Rooms and Illness
Care
In a pandemic, hospitals will only
have space for the most ill patients.
Therefore, before, instead of, or after a
hospital stay, you or your ill family
members will need to be cared for at
home.
It is important to not spread the
illness through the entire family unit, as
there will be no one left to care for the
others.
If possible, you should create a sick
room. You want this room to have good
lighting, a window that opens, and easy
access to bathroom. If a separate sick
room is not possible, you should section
off part of a room for the sick person with
plastic sheeting and duct tape. If the
bathroom is going to be used by both the
sick person and others, it will need to be
thoroughly cleaned a couple times per
day. Lysol spray or some other anti62

bacterial/anti-viral spray would be a good
item to have on hand.
Everything brought into the sick
room should stay there and only be used
by the person providing care and the sick
person. Don’t share any items between
the sick person and anyone else (towels,
glasses). Medicine bottles should remain
in the sick room. If possible, all items in
the sick room should be able to be
cleaned or disposed of in a proper
manner. You can purchase the red plastic
medical waste bags online. Use
disposable plates, cups, and plastic ware
if you are concerned about your water
supplies.
Follow the following procedures to
help prevent spread of the disease:
• No one except the caregiver
should enter the sick room.
• Hang plastic curtains at the
doorway with duct tape. Hang
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one curtain on the inside and
one on the outside of the door.
• Line the bed with a waterproof
sheeting to prevent bodily
fluids from soaking in.
• Seal the furnace air return vent
(if there is one) with plastic
and duct tape.
• Open a window as much as
possible in the sick room to
allow fresh air flow. Try to
keep the sick person out of the
draft and warm at times.
• Wash your hands before and
after entering the room.
• Wear disposable gloves.
• The caregiver should wear a
Tyvek suit, waterproof apron
or waterproof raincoat while
in the room. This item of
clothing should stay in the
sick room until it is washed.
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• Both the caregiver and sick
person should wear masks
when in close contact. The
caregiver should also wear
goggles.
• Use disposable dishes and
discard them in the sick room.
• If the sick person needs to
cough at any time, they should
cough into a tissue and then
dispose the tissue. All tissues
should be placed in a Ziplock
bag and sealed before removal
from the sick room.
• Have the sick person wash
their hands after using a
tissue. Hand sanitizer works
best for this.
• Remove and discard your
gloves immediately when
leaving the sick room. Discard
the gloves in the sick room.
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• Clean the sick room daily.
Use liquid disinfectant on all
hard surfaces. Change the
sick person’s clothes every
day. Clean their bed linens
every other day or
immediately if soiled. Wear
gloves and place used clothing
and bedding in a plastic bag
and wash immediately after
taken from the room. Dispose
of the plastic bag and gloves.
• Everything in the sick room,
or brought into the sick room,
should remain in the sick
room (i.e., phone, bell to
request assistance, flashlight,
thermometer, etc.)
You should give the sick person all
medicines their doctor directs. Over the
counter medications can be used as
instructed on the bottle to alleviate
symptoms. CAUTION: Do not give
aspirin to manage influenza symptoms
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unless otherwise directed by a doctor.
Medicines that might be useful are:
• Ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin),
Naproxen (Aleve) or
Acetaminophen (Tylenol) for
fever and pain.
• Guaifenesin (Robitussin) for
cough.
• Antihistamine for nasal
congestion.
• Lip balm
You must be careful that the sick
person does not get dehydrated. This is
especially true if they have a fever and/or
diarrhea. They should be drinking at
least 80 oz of fluid each day - the more
the better. They should drink constantly
during the day. Pedialyte and Gatorade
can help replenish electrolytes lost
through vomiting and/or diarrhea.
The information in this book is
not a substitute for medical treatment
and advice. Seek and follow any
guidance provided by the government or
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medical providers regarding the disease
in question.
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Conclusion
Hope for the best – Plan for the worst.
Following the recommendations in
this book will help you weather the
pandemic worst-case scenario. No
amount of planning and preparation will
guarantee that you and your loved ones
will not become ill or die. However,
failure to plan and prepare is a
guarantee for disaster in a pandemic.
A reminder, if you have not planned
to support other people with your
stockpiles, you must not succumb to the
urge to help. It is hard, but a pandemic is
hard, and survival requires hard people.
If you want to help others, stockpile
enough to do so.
Let’s hope a pandemic never comes
to your area, but if it does, the info in this
book may help you survive and thrive.
ones.

Best wishes to you and your loved
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Appendix A
Volumes have been written on
what/how/why to pack a Bug Out Bag
(BOB). In general, a BOB should
support the Survival Rule of 3’s. These
are the things the human body needs to
survive, no matter the situation,
including:
• Air: You can survive for 3 minutes
without air.
• Shelter: You can survive for 3 hours
without shelter in a harsh
environment.
• Water: You can survive for 3 days
without water.
• Food: You can survive 3 weeks
without food.
In general, a BOB should contain:
• Air filtration mask
• 3 days of food (discussed in
depth in Appendix A)
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• Water, water containers, water
filtration/purification
• Shelter (tarp, mylar space
blanket, poncho)
• Clothing for the environment
that you are in
• Flashlights
• First aid kit
• Compass, map, or GPS
• Multitool, hatchet, knife, fourway key (for accessing water
from outside of buildings)
• Duct tape and paracord
• Toiletries (toothbrush, paste,
deodorant, small bar of
unscented soap, microfiber
cloth, hand sanitizer)
• Copies of essential personal
documents (license, passport,
health immunization record,
list of medications you take
and the dosage) sealed in a
zippered plastic bag
• Protection from those who
may harm you, such as others
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on the run who are ill-equipped
and desperate or large wild
animals.
Remember the
ammo! If you are leery of
carrying a gun, then a machete,
knife, and/or sling shot with
steel
shot
are
lesser
alternatives, but better than
nothing. PRACTICE WITH
YOUR
WEAPON
OF
CHOICE BEFORE YOU
BUG OUT! Otherwise, leave
it at home, because you are
more dangerous to yourself
than anyone else is to you.
You should read several blogs and/
or books on this subject, compare the lists,
and hone it to one that you may actually
use. There is a lot of good information out
there on the subject, but also some
worthless stuff. Read with a skeptical eye
if the writer is trying to sell you certain
specific items. Always, always, always try
out your gear before you need to use it, so
you have time to substitute in something
that works better. For example, those
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handy-dandy, lightweight, credit card
sized multi-tools are pretty worthless and
can easily break when you need it most.
Suffer carrying the extra few ounces and
get yourself a real Leatherman tool, or
something like that (and not the cheapest
one you can find, either). This is one of
those times when paying a little more for
quality (if you can afford to) may save
your life in the end.
Keeping things light is essential.
Your pack should weigh no more than
25% of your weight, or 35 pounds.
Certainly, many people can carry much
more than this, but for how long?
Carrying ¾ of my body weight 10 miles in
my youth was doable, but not something I
would attempt 35 years later! Besides, if
you are carrying much more weight than
35 pounds, you are hauling too much.
Switch out heavy, bulky clothing items for
the newer, thinner, and warmer materials
(Under Armor, 32 Degrees, etc.). Ditch
the heavy tent, as it will be the first thing
to be dropped along the way, anyway. Opt
for a lightweight tarp, military grade
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poncho, or a couple of mylar safety
blankets. While the metallic shine from
the mylar blanket could give away your
location, there are some on the market that
have a duller color on one side. Mylar
safety blankets are cheap – they can be
found for under US$1.00 on Amazon, so
buy a few, as they weigh virtually nothing.
As a last resort, large, heavy duty
contractor grade garbage bags or yard bags
can be patched together to make a shelter.
They can keep water off, acting as an
impromptu rain poncho. There are many
uses for these bags, and you won’t regret
tucking away one or two in your kit.
Food must be lightweight, somewhat
nutritious, and should be able to be eaten
without having to add (much) water or
heating up over a fire. Avoid packing
bulky cans, although if you do pack a few,
pack canned fruit because you can
supplement your water supplies with a few
gulps of liquid the liquid it is canned in.
Caveat: those little lunch bag-size plastic
fruits? I you carry these, make certain they
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are enclosed in their own plastic zip bag,
or you may very well have a mess inside
your pack.
Foil pouches of tuna, salmon, and
other meats make it easy to take along
much needed protein, and do not require a
can opener to open them. Also convenient
to pack and somewhat nutritious are
protein bars (be sure to try them out
beforehand!) Throw in a few packets of
powdered Gatorade or Tang, along with a
cup, to help replenish electrolytes. The
cup is essential, and if you are worried
about space, get either a collapsible one or
attach a metal or plastic cup to the exterior
of your pack with a carabiner clip through
the handle.
Nuts, seeds, and trail mix are the
hiker’s quick energy resource. Nut butter
(think peanut, almond, Nutella, etc.) and a
spoon are also great to carry if you have
room. While pre-packaged peanut butter
or cheese stuffed crackers may seem like
the ideal choice for your pack, they will be
crushed to crumbs after you drop your
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pack once or twice. Decide for yourself if
it is worth using the space in your pack for
a hardcase plastic box for crushable or
squishable items. You may find it easier
to carry jerky and pepperoni sticks. Items
that require refrigeration, bruise/squish
easily, or are too bulky should not go in
your food supplies in your pack. If you are
worried about constipation, carry dried
plums (we called them prunes in my
youth), or some other dried fruit or fruit
roll. Lastly, a few pieces of a favorite hard
candy at the end of the day or as a quick
recharger take up very little space and can
be a great morale booster, especially for
the kids. Chocolate is heavenly. If you
can’t live without it for a few days, slip
some in your pack. You might end up
having to lick it off other items in there,
but the desperate will do what the
desperate will do.
After stuffing your pack with the
essentials, put on your pack and take a
practice hike. If it hurts, adjust the pack or
find one with better padded straps. An
excellent place to find what you need, and
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cheaply, is a thrift store or Army/Navy
supply store. Packs can easily cost in the
hundreds of dollars. If you are rich, you
probably are not hiking to your bug out
destination, anyway. For the rest of us,
find an easy to carry pack with strong
seams. If the weight or bulkiness of your
pack is too unwieldly, consider
transferring a few items to your jacket or
cargo pants pockets to even out your load.
Layer your clothing and tie it on your pack
or around your waist when it is too warm
to wear. Get rid of ANY non-essential
items, particularly if the item could reveal
your location to others or worse, animals
bigger than a bread box. You won’t need
perfume or hair dryers and forgo vanity
and leave the make up at home!
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